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Overview of the Cruising programme for the 2015 season 

With the 2015 sailing season looming ever closer I thought that I'd outline the cruising events. This year’s programme 

has been planned to work alongside the spring tide race series and to encourage some friendly interclub rivalry on some 

of the longer cruises. I'm hoping that the cruising programme will cater for boats of all sizes with some short and longer 

cruises planned. I'm also hoping that we may continue to forge relationships with local clubs and with this in mind we 

may be extending invites to rendezvous at certain cruises with these clubs. 

I'm planning to make available 'cruising notes' for members to use if they wish. These communications have been made 

available in the previous years and I know as a new member I found these very useful. The idea of the 'cruising notes' is 

to outline the proposed plan including information on tide times, communication channels, suggested timings and 

general pointers. They are not meant to be comprehensive passage plans or teach anyone to 'suck eggs' but are just 

intended for information. 

So following our shakedown cruise to Queenborough/stangate, we are planning to visit Medway Yacht Club over Easter. 

MYC have extended a warm welcome and offered us a club meal on Saturday night. The rough plan is to overnight at 

Queenborough or Stangate and take the flood tide down Saturday morning. If the weather is kind and members are 

keen we might return on Sunday to Harty via the outside of the island. 

First May bank holiday brings the very popular Sweeps cruise but of course there is always an alternative trip to 

Ramsgate if members wish to do this instead. 

This year I have a planned a couple of longer cruises for those of you who may wish to join in an extended cruise, the 

first of these takes in the Calais rally with an option to join us in a cruise along the coast towards Belgium. Plans are 

naturally fluid but the rough plan is that we will leave Calais on Sunday afternoon and hop up to Gravelines and from 

there to either Dunkirk or Oostende. We do hope to make a trip into Bruges for a day from one of the ports. We'll return 

via Ramsgate later in the week aiming to be back at Conyer at the weekend.  

The second extended cruise will be around the East Coast, for those of you who do not have the holiday (or time) to do 

this the 11-12th July weekend does lend itself to a long weekend over to the East coast even if you can't stay for the 

cruise. Again exact destinations are not set but it would be nice to explore some of the peace and tranquility that the 

Ore, Alde and Deben offer. 

For the autumn cruise we thought that it might be nice to go somewhere other than Brightlingsea, thus we have opted 

for the Crouch and perhaps as far down as North Fambridge, which as we all know has a lovely pub! 

I'm sure that throughout the season there may be more opportunities to sail with the club on an unplanned basis, so if 

you are going out and don't mind other club boats joining you please feel free to let members know. 

I hope this has given you an idea of some of the cruising events we have planned. I would like to take this opportunity to 

encourage members to join us on these cruises, I know when we first joined the club it’s was a great way to feel part of 

the club and cruise in company. 

If you are intending to join us on a cruise please can I ask you to let me know preferably by e-mail or Facebook group 

(soon to be launched) or by putting your name on the list in the clubhouse? As you know I don’t live in Conyer so I don’t 

get to the clubhouse very often so e-mail or phone would be the guaranteed way of letting me know. 

Many thanks - Pete Samworth RC cruising 


